Why Visit Nick's Piano Showroom?

For Fort Myers & Naples, Nick's Represents the Best Combination of Quality and Price!

- Carefully Selected Brands with Best Service
- Grand & Digital Pianos in all Sizes & Finishes
- Player Grand Specialist for Best Performance
- Largest Discounts Because Nick Can
- Highest Quality Customer Experience

Piano Buyers need expertise and good ongoing service. I strive to provide both of these
to an unmatched degree!

You deserve a specialist with many years of knowledge combined with integrity. I am a
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concert piano technician and pianist.

A piano purchase is a lifetime investment and you deserve to get the very best guidance,
service, and overall experience when selecting your piano.

OUTSTANDING Pianos - Less $$$

Compared to ALL competitors!

TONE - TOUCH - WARRANTY

Satisfaction Guaranteed 100% Exchange

~ Applicable for 2 Years ~
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Product Selection is one area where Nick can show you some outstanding pianos, as
referenced on the following chart from Pianobuyer.com. These are the 'staff picks' and nearly
33% of the Grand Pianos on this chart were already selected for you by Nick's Piano
Showroom. Please see the listings for Kawai, Baldwin, Brodmann, Estonia, Mason & Hamlin, &
Ritmuller:

http://http://www.pianobuyer.com/current-issue/05b-the-new-piano-market-staff-picks.html

Please learn more about some of the remarkable pianos at Nick's Piano Showroom using
the links below.

As an independent, non-franchised dealer and piano technician, my focus is on quality,
affordability, and excellent service. I make sure to deliver exceptional value to my customers
through careful product selection, excellent technical preparation of pianos in the showroom,
and a generous amount of free service after the sale for local clients.
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My goal is to help you discover your greatest joy in making music with an instrument that you
will be thrilled to own. The carefully chosen new piano brands of Mason & Hamlin, Kawai,
Estonia, and Brodmann not only make wonderful options for you but will exceed your
expectations at every level and can also be compared to Steinway, Yamaha, and others side by
side in the showroom. My selection of pianos has always included a certain vision of which
pianos deliver the best quality and value and will appreciate over time. The pianos from Mason
& Hamlin, Estonia, and Brodmann each have considerable refinement and deliver tone and
touch that are comparable to pianos costing substantially more.

It really does pay to shop around for such a once in a lifetime purchase. Piano shoppers along
the West Coast of Florida From Tampa to Naples or from Southeast Florida who visit Nick's
Piano Showroom are very glad to have driven an hour or two for this important purchase. In
turn I make myself available for in-home servicing to clients all along the West Coast of Florida
from the Tampa Bay area to Naples and am the exclusive representative of the Mason &
Hamlin, Kawai, Estonia, and Brodmann brand pianos for this region.

The following topics contain detailed product information:

Topics:
"Baby Grand Piano Buyers - Click Here!"
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"Brodmann Grands - Astounding Tone, Touch, &amp; Looks"

"Attention STEINWAY Buyers!"

"What Makes Nick's Piano Showroom Different?"

"Secrets About the Piano Business and How To Get The Best Price!"

25110 Bernwood Dr. #102, Bonita Springs, FL 34135 between Fort Myers & Naples

For Today's Hours Please Call 239-206-4541 - Available 7 Days plus Evenings
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Email: nickspianos@gmail.com
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